A fundamental question for the study of everything, including of the scenic movement in theatre. A necessary question in any artistic endeavour and nonetheless, continuously endangered by the pressure of information, of the speed of technology, of the necessity of the NOW, the god of the time of globalization and consumer age. What we are aiming at in our applied studies of theatre anthropology, would be the discovery of a line of personal expression distinguishable in the art of theatre representation, which could be subsequently returned to and cultivated by the actor at various levels of artistic maturity. Memory, training and attention allow us to eliminate samples of stage movement and thinking. Memory helps us in the appropriation of skills and knowledge in our work. It helps us change at any time the manner of thinking, in order to become more aware. At the end of the day, in the absence of subjective memory, it becomes impossible to move being aware in the time and space of our own lives...
So, how does memory help me? It helps me to be able to access myself. We speak about the opening of an "inner side". An inner side that is measured in time, space, events, sensations, awareness, feelings, thoughts. In school, based on the Stanislavsky method of working, we have learned that personal memory represents a database for the characters, together with daily observation exercises. The rendering of what we observe is imbued with a personal affective memory, expressiveness arising exactly from this.
In theatre anthropology I wish to emphasize to the students the qualitative difference between the profane and the sacred time. Time is sacred, I tell them, it is an inner time. And I ask them: "What is inner time?" Some reply: "Is there an inner time?!..." How do I explain it to them? "There is, I think, only insofar as one experiences it!" Thus, I decide to literally carry them into a sacred space, where a liturgical moment is regularly carried out. I did this two years in a row, but not when there was a liturgy, but when I had a free hour in the chapel of the Saint Joseph Roman-Catholic Institute, transforming the sacred space into a profane space of an academic meeting. I had as guide an old friend and collaborator for social theatre projects, Assistant Professor Priest Daniel Iacobuț, PhD.
A seminar-like meeting started every time from the description of what we perceive regarding the central image on the floor of the chapel -a chain, a succession of open links, with a star drawn inside each link, an image that crossed the chapel from the entrance up to the altar and that sort of got one dizzy through its direction, speed, density, stability. Through that figure the cyclic path that people -priest and believers -crossed in the liturgical session, towards the altar. Due to the repetition of circles, the question of closed time inevitably arose (the image of Chronos eating his own sons) and of open time, as a consequence of his creation by God, creation in which man co-participates. The difference between the two times is that, while Chronos always turns towards itself in all natural cycles, the open time created by God extends towards the infinite through the quality of the relationship that God and His created man have. It was clear that the relationship is superior to any time and space, that in the absence of the upright (with the Creator) and the downright relationship (with the immediate reality), time and space become closed, voided of meaning and direction, these coordinates of the closure marking the borders of the tragic.
Carolina Pizarro and the actors who attended her workshop
In the third year, I gave up the seminar-like meeting and participated in the Christian liturgy without theorizing any aspect. I do not have the intention of measuring the quality of the result of the experience achieved together, but it is certain that many of the remarks achieved during the theoretical meeting were similar to those centralized following the liturgical experience.
I believe that through this type of extra-curricular activities, I could reach in the students the inherited Christian memory, and I have a good mind to someday introduce them into a model of personally getting to know the Creator God by the logic of certain spiritual exercises of Ignatius. Moreover, we read Sacred and Profane and I have a thought to request assistance from a specialist doctor of the Sacred and Profane of Mircea Eliade. I further believe that the experimentation of the sacred time takes place in the moment of its direct access, and the access occurs lastly at the level of reason... Thus, memory is at the level of the entire body, not only at the level of the head. Therefore, I do not have a dialogue into interiority when I think about it, but when I pierce into it with the whole body! This is where the need for experimentation ensues, but also the need for personal and continuous exercise. Thus, in the collaboration initiated with Odin Teatret, I cultivated the memory of movement in the beginning, in the absence of the text, in the subsequent meeting, adding texts memorized by each participant. I remember that amongst the participants in the second applied study, the one carried out on the text, there were a consistent number of graduates, actors or MA students who had a very good grip on the texts, given the fact that they had chosen the texts played in shows. Thus, I could observe how for some of them the retrace of the inner path was very difficult as they had fixated on movement and voice samples. However, for some of them, the novelty of the movement line and of the type of focus founded on all the muscles of the body (types of sequential, increased, reduced, etc. movement) added nuances, meanings and unexpected dimensions. It was not the surprise that was pursued by the re-thinking of the dramatic text by the filter of new sequences of movements created, but the re-thinking of the character by activating the memory beyond the limits of physical exhaustion, by effort, capacity/availability, calm, essence. The maximum of confirmation of the efficiency of the activation of personal memory through Odin-like trainings was not granted by the applied study camp, but a month later, the dissertation show of Paul Sebastian Diaconescu, on the theme of an extra text from Horses at the Window (Caii la fereastră) by Matei Vișniec. The MA student in question had trained in our first study and then, for three months, as a student in residence at Odin Teatret. It was clear that he had invented a new language for the same scene. This gave me frantic satisfaction. 1 1 "I decided to boycott a method of learning that was focused on the mass assimilation of information, by lecturing. The nature of the job restraints the practitioner and imposes the verb 'to do'. I decided: ninety days of exile. Thirteen weeks away from the leisure of the rare classes. Two thousand one hundred sixty hours lacking the comfort of the familiar horizon. I shall let myself be seduced by the techniques of the masters I admire. I shall dig rare metals from the stone of their experience. I shall mix them into my own melting pot. I arrived and I am ready to begin. Masters do not refute themselves; one after another they lay before insatiable eyes, treasures collected from the farthest places of the world. Generosity allows them to shares bits of their experience. You learn very quickly two lessons: the floor is the best master that a student can have -it makes one pay attention each time one losses focus; the learning period is a delicate one -it allows the body to choose, to eliminate some pieces of information in order to consolidate others. One [the student] can enrich the labour only on condition of limiting the range of experiences, in order to be able to deepen into it.
[…] What is an exercise? What is its purpose? Authority comes again to the rescue and supports one in the search for an answer: after one has chosen an action and has offered it a very precise purpose, it becomes an exercise from the moment you learn and repeat it. We are reminded at regular intervals that although it does not offer safety, training is a means of making our intentions distinguishable, the meaning of the exercise actually being the capacity to execute an action in a precise manner, so that the entire energy can be reflected in a certain direction." (Paul Diaconescu, Portretul dezumanizării/ The Portrait of Dehumanization, Master's Dissertation, UNAGE, 2019, scientific advisor Professor Aurelian Bălăiță, PhD) of personal, subjective memory, into bodies that elaborate from a muscular point of view at a superior level. Should the value of muscular training represent a plus in our studies of theatre anthropology? Three years ago I was certain of it, although Eugenio Barba wrote somewhere that ballet "canonizes" movement, instead of exploring it. And so it was. In the current year, we advance in study themes "fighting" with not executing beautifully, correctly, but advancing through movement towards subjective memory, through the inner time.
Here I am with the students of choreography, formulating a requirement at the level of the body: "Let time vibrate in your body at the level of the feet, hands, then of the entire body. They draw in the air circles and circular curves. Thus, we reach through another path -the bodily oneinto the point where students from production were stuck at a rational level: "What is inner time?" Some reply: "Is there an inner time?!"... How do I explain it to them? "There is, I think, only insofar as one experiences it!" While the students in choreography show me with their hands and feet that time is round, pulsating, revolving with personal rhythms of advancing and withdrawing, it hesitates, punches, freezes. We observe together how Time has different rhythms and the body measures it by itself, in complete agreement and fully aware, how Time is not linear -Past, present and future, -but it mixes itself into the art of transformation, of becoming human. The artist works with, through and for the sacred time. Time is personal and concentrical; it is the persistence of memory in the soft clocks of Salvador Dali.
Then, in the relationship with oneself, each of us defines space and we may notice that space is not the emptiness filling something, but it appears to be a field generated by living matter.
Here is how the bodies of the students in choreography define it through movement: "Large -limits-obstacles"; "it is something personal to which I constantly return"; "it is something open that sometimes closes, or extends, varies"; "it is a comfort area from which I constantly need to get out of"; "an infinity of simultaneous and omnipresent realities, my physical ingress into a reality makes the reality visible in time and space. Space exists only insofar as I define it through my actions."
